
#1 FOR  NUS NEC
FIGHTING FOR EVERY STUDENT

MY RECORD
Fought for a Societies Councillor and a Sports Councillor at my SU

Rewrote the National Union of Students’ policy on antisemitism

Organised and ran the two biggest events on antisemitism ever held on my campus as 
Jewish Society President

Hi I'm Gabe MIlne, from Sheffield Students' Union, and I'm running to represent 
you and all of our members on NUS' National Executive Council.

Our union is at a crucial point in its history. This year’s conference could prove to be the beginning of a new, better NUS, 
or it could be the last one the organisation ever holds. I’m running for Block of 15 because I believe in the importance of 
an NUS that stands up for the rights of students, that fights against hatred and discrimination, and that puts the student 
voice in every element of government decision-making. Despite the current circumstances, I’m genuinely optimistic 
and hopeful for a future NUS where this can continue to be a reality. I want to be a part of the reform of our NUS so that 
my optimism and hope can be translated into a reality; an NUS that fights for every student.
 
Now, though, we are faced with a massive challenge simply to ensure our existence. We all agree that difficult decisions 
must be made, and that elements of the organisation need to be restructured. As a Block of 15 member, I’ll work to 
achieve a viable NUS that gets results for all it's students – this means defending all liberation campaigns, ensuring that 
all marginalised students have a voice, and that no group has their right to be heard taken from them. It means working 
together, regardless of differences, in a common interest: every single member of NEC, staff and the officer team 
should have a one aim, ensuring a future for NUS that works for every student on every campus. 

ELECT ME AND I WILL
Ensure transparency in how NUS finances are being managed by advocating for NUS to 
regularly update SUs on what actions we're taking to get our finances back into shape  

Hold our full time officers to account, and ensuring FTO updates are shared with SUs 

Fight hate crimes on our campuses and working with organisations like UJS and FOSIS 
to provide training for students 

I'm supporting Gabe because I believe he is a radical and genuine voice in our 
student movement. In such hard times for NUS, we need more dedicated, 
hardworking activists like Gabe on NEC. I can't wait to vote for Gabe for NUS NEC. 
TOM CAMPBELL, NUS MATURE STUDENTS' OFFICER

VOTE  GABE MILNE  

gmilne1@sheffield.ac.uk

@gabemilne96For more information about my campaign, if you have any 
questions or ideas, or would like this manifesto in an accessible 
format, feel free to get in touch.


